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Abstract First the assumption of self-interest as applied in Economics is pre-

sented. Here we also discuss areas in which (many) people behave less self- but

more other-regarding than traditional economic models assume. Then, greedy

behaviour is considered as existing in the political and economic ‘world’. Here we

refer to corruption as well as to the role of money as a positional good. We also

discuss such behaviour in the academic world, in which money plays a role as well

as reputation. Thus, while the assumption of mutually disinterested rationality is a

very powerful instrument for analysing individual behaviour, to explain some

phenomena we have to recognise that people are not only sometimes other-

regarding, but also sometimes greedy, and that they might value money much more

than traditional Economics assumes. We conclude with some remarks on what we

can learn in this respect from Behavioural Economics.

Keywords Economic model of behaviour � Self-interest � Altruism � Greed �
Corruption
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1 Introduction

The basic economic model of behaviour, the ‘homo oeconomicus’, which is the

basic fundament of every ‘understanding’ social science in the sense of Max Weber,

consists of the principle of methodological individualism, combined with the weak
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rationality principle. Contrary to a widely held belief, however, this model does not

include any specific motivational assumption.1 Methodological individualism

implies that only individuals act; group behaviour is to be explained by the

interactions of individuals. They are assumed to have intentions (objectives)

represented in their preference functions, limited action possibilities (restrictions),

and perceptions of these alternatives, which do not have to be correct; they might

even be totally wrong. Acting according to the weak rationality principle means that

individuals choose the action that they subjectively believe to be the best one to

reach their goals, given their subjective perception of available alternatives at the

time when they make the decision. As we do not know what is actually going on in

their brains, it is impossible to say whether they ‘really’ behave rationally (in this

sense) in any concrete situation; this assumption is neither verifiable nor falsifiable.

Thus, while there are other, stronger versions of the rationality principle that are

testable, the weak rationality principle is not an empirically testable hypothesis; it is

primarily a methodological device allowing us to proceed in the social sciences.2

To develop testable theories about individual behaviour, we have to add two (sets

of) assumptions to the basic model: (1) Assumptions about the perceptions of the

individuals, i.e., assumptions about their informational status, and (2) assumptions

about their motivations. Without such assumptions, the model remains tautological;

assuming special objective functions and/or specific perceptions, every behaviour

might be explained ex post, but none can be excluded ex ante. The leeway of such a

theory would be total, its empirical content zero.

The motivational assumptions might range from benevolent, altruistic behaviour

to malevolent, extremely egoistic behaviour and even to behaviour with the intent to

harm others. In economic analyses, the usual assumption is self-interest: individuals

strive for their own interests; the interests of others are relevant only insofar as they

influence the leeway of their actions.3 It is a generally held belief that this

assumption is appropriate for most if not all market transactions and insofar quite

appropriate for analysing economic processes but much less appropriate, for

example, for analyses of political processes. Voting behaviour, for example, can

hardly be explained by employing this assumption.4

The basic model can also be and has been applied in psychological analyses.

Here, individuals’ preferences play a much more prominent role than in traditional

economic analyses, where they usually are assumed to be stable over time.

Cooperation between economists and psychologists during the last decades led to

the emergence of a new sub-discipline: Behavioural Economics. There has been

extensive testing of the economic model and of two of its assumptions in particular:

the rationality assumption and the assumption of self-interest. With respect to the

1 A detailed presentation of the economic model of behaviour is given in Kirchgässner (2008).
2 On the weak rationality principle, see Kirchgässner (2013).
3 Wicksteed (1910, p. 180) calls this assumption ‘non-tuism’: the individual is not interested, neither

positively, nor negatively, in the well-being of those persons with whom he has market transactions. See,

for example, also Brennan and Buchanan (1981, p. 156): ‘‘Homo economicus, by construction, is not

predicted to act other than in furtherance of his interests, vis-à-vis that of his trading cohort, as he

evaluates such interest at the moment of choice’’.
4 On this, see for example Kirchgässner (2010).
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rationality assumption, the strong version of the von Neumann–Morgenstern

expected utility theory has been rejected in many applications and alternatives as,

for example, prospect theory or regret theory, have been developed.5

The assumption of self-interest has also been refuted by many experiments, in

particular in dictator games, ultimatum games, and in public good games.6 People

seem to be more other-regarding than the usual version of the economic model of

behaviour as applied in Economics assumes. This experimental evidence reinforces

an important result from field studies: the assumption of self-interest is not generally

valid; people behave—at least in some situations—also other-regardingly. This has

caused Tittenbrunn (2013), for example, to speak of ‘‘The Death of Economic

Man’’, and O’Boyle (2007) to write a ‘‘Requiem for Homo Economicus’’, while

Horton (2011) predicts ‘‘The Coming Extinction of Homo Economicus’’ and Häring

(2001) already claims that ‘‘The homo oeconomicus is dead’’.7

The fact that the assumption of self-interest is not generally valid does, however, not

imply that it is generally invalid, as such statements or titles suggest. An open question to

be answered by empirical research is the conditions under which to apply this

assumption when analysing social sciences questions and the conditions under which it

should not be applied. Moreover, aside from the fact that such statements do not

distinguish between the basic model and one of its particular, though commonly used

variants, they also do not take into account the particular experimental situation: in

dictator as well as in ultimatum and public good games, subjects give away money they

received as a gift, not as an exchange, for example, for their work. As Cherry et al. (2002)

show, if the subjects first have to earn their money, depending on the experimental

design, only 3–5 % of the dictators do not keep all the money for themselves. Thus, the

experimental results showing other-regarding behaviour cannot be straightforwardly

generalised to cover situations outside the laboratory; such behaviour depends very

much on the experimental design, and the relevant question is the conditions under

which the situation in the laboratory mirrors real world decision situations.8

In the discussion about the recent financial and economic crisis, references to

behavioural economics, in particular to behavioural finance, played a major role.9 It

was stated, for example, that traders do not behave like the rational self-interested

individual of neoclassical theory, because emotions play a major role in their

behaviour.10 While this is mainly a debate regarding the validity of the rationality

5 For an overview of tests of the expected utility hypothesis, see Schoemaker (1982). For alternative

approaches, see for example Kahneman and Tversky (1979) or Loomes and Sudgen (1982). Much earlier,

Simon (1955, 1978) already challenged the neoclassical assumption of full or substantial rationality and

presented as an alternative his concept of bounded or procedural rationality.
6 On the dictator game, see for example Kahneman et al. (1986); for the ultimatum game, see Güth et al.

(1986); and for the public good game, see Isaac and Walker (1988a, b).
7 N. Häring, Der Homo oeconomicus ist tot, Financial Times Deutschland of March 14, 2001, http://

ockenfels.uni-koeln.de/fileadmin/wiso_fak/stawi-ockenfels/pdf/Presse/Der_Homo_oeconomicus_ist_tot.

pdf (17 June 14).
8 There are also other experimental results that question the general validity of the results of simple

dictator games. See for example Bromberg et al. (2006); List (2007) or Bardsley (2008).
9 See for example Lawson (2009); McDonald (2009) or Kirman (2010).
10 See for example Colander et al. (2009) or Willet (2010).
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assumption, it also questions the assumption of self-interest.11 Though it is

absolutely correct that self-interest is not the only relevant motivational force, this

reference to behavioural economics is not without problems. So far, the main

criticism of the economic model of behaviour based on the results of behavioural

economics was that people do not behave as self-interestedly but more other-

regardingly than traditional economic theory assumes.12 But one of the major causes

for the financial crisis has often been seen in the greed of bank managers and

traders; some authors point to this cause nearly exclusively.13 Thus, it was definitely

not other-regarding behaviour, but overstated self-interested or even selfish

behaviour that might have led to the crisis. So far, however, behavioural economics

has contributed much less to the explanation of such behaviour. Thus, while

accepting that (pure) self-interest is not the only motivation of individual behaviour,

it is not obvious what we can learn from behavioural economics about the economic

crisis.

The question is therefore: How far does the assumption of self-interest take us

when analysing individual behaviour and when do we have to deviate from it, in

a positive or ‘negative’ direction. Today, there is quite an extensive literature on

altruism, i.e., on positive deviations, but hardly any on greed, i.e., on negative

deviations.14 Thus, while we have theories of altruistic behaviour, we do not yet

have ones of greedy behaviour. This paper is far from presenting a well-

developed theory; it only attempts to indicate the direction in which such theories

might go.

While altruistic and greedy behaviour both contradict most of our economic

models, it is nevertheless in line with the rational choice approach in the social

sciences. As mentioned above, this approach is based on methodological

individualism and employs the ‘weak rationality principle’, but does not make

any assumptions about the structure and/or content of the utility function. As

mentioned above, by an appropriate specification of the utility function (and

corresponding informational assumptions), any behaviour can ex post be made

compatible with this approach; this includes other-regarding as well as greedy

behaviour. But to derive propositions with empirical content, we have to make

specific assumptions about the utility function, and the problem with greedy

behaviour is that the assumptions we usually employ in economic models and that

are very useful for many explanatory purposes exclude greedy behaviour.

In the following, we first discuss in more detail the—more or less neutral—

assumption of self-interest as applied in Economics and how far it can take us

11 See for example Willet (2010, p. 199), who refers to Adam Smith and his regard to the moral

dimension. For the impact of greed and fear on fund performance see Li and Wang (2013).
12 Aside from the literature mentioned above, see for example also Gintis (2010) or Bowles and Gintis

(2009), who base their critique of the economic approach explicitly on the results of ultimatum and public

good games (among other arguments).
13 See for example Mason (2009), Kothari (2010), Matzunder and Ahmad (2010) or Platt et al. (2011).

But this argument was much more prevalent in the press and in the Internet than in the scientific literature.
14 In a recent book on ‘‘Economic Theory of Greed, Love, Groups and Networks’’ by Frijters and Foster

(2013), for example, ‘greed’ is equated with wealth maximisation, the traditional assumption of economic

analyses, and only ‘positive’ deviations from this assumption are discussed.
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(Sect. 2).15 Here, we also consider areas in which (many) people behave less self-

regardingly and more other-regardingly than traditional economic models assume.

In Sect. 3, we discuss greedy behaviour as existing in the political and economic

‘world’. Here, we refer to corruption as well as to the role of money as a positional

good. Section 4 discusses such behaviour in the academic world. Here, along with

reputation, money also plays a major motivational role. We sum up and conclude

with some remarks on what we can learn in this respect from Behavioural

Economics (Sect. 5).

2 The assumption of self-interest

The idea that people follow their own interests has a long tradition in Economics.16

According to Edgworth (1881, p. 16), the assumption ‘‘that every agent is actuated

only by self-interest’’ is even ‘‘the first principle of Economics’’. Although the

utility of others can be included in the utility function, which allows representing

altruism, this rarely happens. Therefore, the question is whether individuals nearly

always behave self-interestedly or if they also deviate from this assumption, and in

which situations such deviating behaviour might occur. To be distinguished from

this the question is whether the assumption of self-interest may be appropriate for

methodological reasons, even if one knows that this assumption can be wrong in

some or even many situations.

Self-interest and in particular selfishness are not generally considered positive

character traits. However, such behaviour may not be quite as unpleasant as it

might appear at first sight. After all, homo oeconomicus behaves neutrally towards

other people. Rawls (1971, p. 143) denotes his behaviour as ‘mutually

disinterested rationality’. It is certainly not a distinct Christian behaviour, but

probably an apt description of our behaviour in many situations, in particular on

markets. Moreover, there are many situations in which individuals just cannot help

behaving self-interestedly. An entrepreneur who wants to maintain his share in a

competitive market, for example, cannot provide his employees with extraordinary

social or monetary benefits, if he is afraid that a price increase, due to increased

costs, would endanger the sale of his products. After all, this would not be in the

workers’ interest either, at least not as soon as it endangered their jobs. Thus,

successful entrepreneurs behave to a large extent at least as if they sought to

maximise profits.17

On the other hand, there are also many situations in which people behave

selfishly even though they could behave differently and—from a moral point of

view—perhaps should do so. This holds in particular if they try to reach their

15 For a more detailed elaboration on which this part is mainly based, see Kirchgässner (2008,

Chapter 2), but see also Kirchgässner (2013).
16 On the development of ideas of self-interest, see Monro (1987).
17 For an analysis of such ‘as if’ behaviour that might occur in particular in competitive environments,

see the classic contributions of Alchian (1950) and Friedman (1953).
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objectives with guile, if they behave ‘opportunis-tically’.18 Individuals do

sometimes break their promises if it is to their advantage. Or they pass on

incomplete or biased information to make use of informational asymmetries.

Williamson (1975) has shown that many social institutions have been developed

with the purpose of reducing opportunistic behaviour. This holds not only for legal

regulations, but also for regulations outside the legal system that provide strong

incentives to act in adherence to contractual agreements.

Finally, in many cases the true motivations of individuals are of little relevance

or of no relevance at all for the social result of their actions. As Schelling (1978)

showed with numerous examples, there are many situations in which the conditions

of acting are so fixed that individual behaviour influences the individual results, but

not the social ones. There are, however, also situations in which the social result

strongly depends on the individuals’ motivations. The basic structure of many such

situations is a ‘prisoner’s dilemma’ or, more generally, a situation in which the

socially ‘best’ outcome is achieved if the individuals cooperate, despite the fact that

individual rationality would demand that they defect.19

Cooperation, however, does not necessarily lead to a socially better (Pareto-

superior) outcome because the situation of uninvolved third parties can be

worsened. Cartels, for example, have the structure of a prisoner’s dilemma, and

cooperation between their members, be it agreements about prices or the

segmentation of market areas, are legally prohibited, because consumers who are

not taking part in these decisions will have to bear the burden. Thus, cooperation

leads in many cases, but not always, to social improvement.

The situation is different if the number of players is not just two or small, but

very large and if the incentive structure is nevertheless the same as in the prisoner’s

dilemma. The larger the number of players, the more difficult it is to reach an

agreement, making the incentive to behave cooperatively even smaller for each

player. There are, however, cases in which citizens (regularly) cooperate in such

situations, in which, for example, they make voluntarily contributions to social

institutions that are useful for everybody but when the individual contributions have

only marginal effects. Voter participation in democratic elections, as mentioned

above, may serve as an example. The political system of (Western) democracies can

be regarded as being advantageous for (nearly) all people concerned. Its permanent

existence, however, can be secured only through voluntary contributions by a

considerable percentage of citizens, and participation in an election or referendum is

such a contribution. The high turnout that can be observed in many democracies is

18 The following definition for opportunism is given by Williamson (1975, p. 47): ‘‘By opportunism I

mean self-interest seeking with guile. This includes but is scarcely limited to more blatant forms, such as

lying, stealing, and cheating. Opportunism more often involves subtle forms of deceit. Both active and

passive forms and both ex ante and ex post types are included’’.
19 In this context the ‘socially best outcome’ is the one that would be chosen by the individuals if they did

not know in which position they would finally be in, i.e., if they were behind a ‘veil of ignorance’, in

Rawls’ (1971) terminology. Schüssler (1990), for example, has discussed several other social dilemmas

that are much more difficult to solve than the prisoners’ dilemma and in which it is less clear what the

‘socially best outcome’ is.
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an example of behaviour that cannot be explained by purely self-interested

individual calculations.20

To save the assumption of self-interest, one might rely on ‘psychic costs’. If,

during their socialisation, people have internalised the ‘civic duty of participating in

elections’ and participate later on, despite the obvious costs of participation, the

reason might be to evade psychic costs: according to the theory of cognitive

dissonance, there are costs if individuals consciously behave against the norms they

have internalised (and therefore also accepted).21 These psychic costs may be

greater than the (real) observable costs resulting from obeying the norm, in our case

from participating in an election.

As plausible and scientifically founded as such considerations may be,

considerable problems arise within the framework of the economic model if such

psychic costs (or psychic satisfactions) are taken into account. Any behaviour might

be explained with reference to psychic costs, but none can be excluded. The theory

of psychic costs postulates that human beings always act in their own interest. This

immunises the theory, but leaves it without empirical content, i.e., without

explanatory power. Therefore, it is advisable to explain human behaviour without

resorting to psychic costs, whenever possible.

In many cases, however, it is not necessary to resort to such psychic costs (or

satisfaction), if all social and not just the ‘economic’ effects in a more narrow sense

are taken into account. One of the functions of the press in our society is to point out

the offences against norms by (prominent) members, even if these offences are not

illegal.22 The fear of this modern version of a ‘pillory’ might induce many people to

abide by social norms, even if they do not accept these norms as being justified and/

or if their observance is connected with costs.23

Moreover, it should also be mentioned that there are many situations in which the

question of self-interest or altruism is of secondary importance for the analysis. If

certain alternatives become more attractive and others less through political

measures, we can assume that individuals will shift their behaviour toward the now

(relatively) more attractive alternatives. It is only the changes in restrictions that

matter here as long as the preferences, and with them the motives, of acting people

remain (nearly) constant. On the other hand, we must bear in mind that, in most

situations, altruism is not the ‘typical’ behaviour of individuals; typical is rather the

‘neutral’ assumption of a ‘mutually disinterested rationality’ which allows

disregarding altruism or malevolence.

Finally, in some situations, it makes sense to presuppose contrafactually that

individuals behave self-interestedly or even malevolently toward each other. For

20 On this, see Kirchgässner (1990) or Zintl (1986).
21 For the theory of cognitive dissonance developed by Festinger (1957), see for example Opp (1970,

pp. 251ff), as well as the literature presented there. Akerlof and Dickens (1982) show how this theory can

be used in the framework of economic analysis.
22 See, as a recent example, the German newspapers’ discussion of Peer Steinbrück’s honorariums for

speeches during recent years. See for example: Steinbrück veröffentlicht Nebeneinkünfte, Zeit.Online of

October 30, 2012; http://www.zeit.de/politik/deutschland/2012-10/peer-steinbrueck-nebeneinkuenfte (17

June 14).
23 See for example Opp (1985) on the effects (effectiveness) of so-called ‘soft incentives’.
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example, if one wants to know whether certain rules in family law make sense, the

question is not so much whether these rules prove effective with both partners

behaving altruistically. As long as they do so, such rules are hardly required at all;

the partners will come to an agreement without being helped by legal regulations.

But if the marriage has broken up and if the partners possibly meet each other even

with hate, it is necessary that the rules of the family law prove effective (for

example for the protection of the weaker side and especially the children). For such

cases, it is really necessary to presuppose at least self-interested, if not even

malevolent behaviour, if they are to be analysed in accordance with the economic

model of behaviour. But this applies not only to family law, but generally to the

analysis of legal regulations. Many later amendments of laws are necessary for the

sole reason that the original version failed to take into account the actual

possibilities of evading the law that were detected and used by self-interested

citizens.24

Summing up, we can therefore say that, from a moral point of view, the

assumption of individual self-interest is a neutral assumption that excludes

behaviour that is either particularly positive or especially negative. On the other

hand, it is typical of average human behaviour in many situations and in this sense

also realistic. Furthermore, there are situations in which the contrafactual

presumptions of self-interested behaviour seem to be reasonable. All this speaks

for working with the assumption of self-interest. However, as the classic example of

voter participation shows, not every behaviour can be explained by (pure) self-

interest, and this ‘deviating’ behaviour might be of great social relevance.

3 On greedy behaviour

As mentioned above, when deviations from the assumption of self-interest have

been discussed, nearly always deviations in the ‘positive’ direction were at stake:

moral or altruistic behaviour or even the behaviour of heroes.25 Extreme selfish or

greedy behaviour has rarely been discussed. When economists have discussed it at

all, it has mainly been in relation to the financial crisis.26 There is, however, another

strand of the literature; it relates greed to economic (or business) education.27 Here,

the main question is whether it is due to selection and/or education that Economics

and Business students are more self-regarding and less other-regarding than students

of other disciplines, as experimental studies show. The main literature discussing

greedy behaviour, on the other hand, is not in economics itself, but about the

24 This also applies to the analysis of constitutional rules. On this, see Hume (1741, pp. 42f.). This line of

reasoning is also followed within the framework of Constitutional Economics. On this, see for example

Brennan and Buchanan (1983), but also Kirchgässner (2014).
25 On the discussion of altruistic behaviour, see for example Andreoni (1988, 1990) or Kirchgässner

(2010); on the discussion of heroic behaviour, see Kirchgässner (2002).
26 See for example Matzunder and Ahmad (2010) or Platt et al. (2011).
27 See for example Kirchgässner (2005) as well as Wang et al. (2011) and the literature cited there.
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(economic) causes of civil wars, which centre on the motivations of greed and

grievance.28

One problem is how to define greedy behaviour. As mentioned above, some

authors equate greedy behaviour with self-interest. Of course, this does not

correspond to our ordinary use of language. While (not-excessive) self-interest is

largely accepted in our society, greed is not; the word has a clear negative

connotation. Moreover, as Smith (1776) already told us, self-interest is the driving

force of our society: people tend to try to improve their personal situation. And in

market societies we rely on this force: ‘‘It is not from the benevolence of the

butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to

their own interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but to their self-love,

and never talk to them of our own necessities but of their advantages’’. (1776,

p. 16).29 And while he accepts self-love and stresses its positive role for the society

he valuates (excessive) avarice negatively and points to the dangers of avarice for

the stability of a society.30

Thus, the problem is to distinguish greed from this ‘normal’ or ‘enlightened’ self-

interest. It is comparatively easy to formally describe altruistic behaviour by

including, for example, the utility of other people or voluntary contributions to a

public good into the individual’s utility function, as Andreoni (1988, 1990), for

example, has done. One might object that such an approach treats others as ‘means’

in order to improve one’s own well-being. It can, however, also be interpreted that

one considers others as ‘ends’ in the Kantian sense, and the utility function

describes how one weighs one’s own well-being against that of others. The intention

of the acting person is different in these two interpretations, but formal economic

models represent them as (formally) equivalent.

It is much more difficult to formally represent greed in a utility function.

Clements (2013, p. 952) mentions two possible definitions of greed. The first one,

referring to Kay (2009), is ‘‘self-interest at another’s expense’’. However, as

Clements (2013) correctly mentions, this also holds for many totally legitimate

market activities. It holds, for example, for all activities creating negative monetary

externalities. His second and preferred definition is ‘‘self-interest at the expense of

total value’’. The problem with this definition, on the other hand, is that it would

classify many actions as greedy that reduce total value but are not directed by

excessive self-interest. This holds, for example, for actions causing real external

effects in a society, even if they are totally legitimate.31

28 See for example the contributions in Berdal and Malone (2000), the review essay by Berdal (2005), or

Murshed and Tadjoeddin (2009).
29 It is interesting to note that Smith speaks here of self-love and not of self-interest. He never uses the

term greed, but he speaks of (excessive) avarice, and always with a negative connotation. On the history

of economic thinking about greed, see for example Verburg (2012), who, however, does not see the

negative connotation of greed.
30 See for example Smith (1759, p. 51, p. 131), but also Smith (1776, p. 550).
31 As Sen (1970) has shown in his paper on the Liberal Paradox, liberal rights might prevent a Pareto-

efficient situation. Bernholz (1974) has shown that this might be the case when real external effects are at

stake.
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This paper employs a third definition: We speak of greedy behaviour if an

individual seeks money ‘for its own sake’, i.e., beyond its instrumental use for

consumption (or other meaningful) purposes, the function it has in traditional

economic models. In the latter, the role of money (income or wealth) is to provide

means that allow the consumption of goods and services and/or investments to

increase future production and, therefore, future consumption; utility is finally

always derived from consumption of goods and not from the possession of money

itself; the behaviour of Dagobert Duck, which might serve as a literary prototype of

a greedy individual, is not consistent with this approach.32 This does not preclude

that some people, entrepreneurs for example, become very rich; but even their

utility depends on the goods they consume and not on the value of their firm, i.e.,

their richness.

This definition corresponds to one given by Childs (2000, p. 2): ‘‘Greed or

avarice is (1) the excessive desire for goods and wealth, (2) the inordinate desire for

acquiring and hoarding money, and (3) closely related to covetousness, which

includes the desire for the possessions of others’’ (p. 2). It is also similar to the

definition given by Jin and Zhou (2013, p. 128): ‘‘Greed as a common term holds

two defining features: (1) a high desire for wealth, and (2) the subsequent aggressive

action to fulfil this desire’’, and also to the one given by Crawshaw (1996, p. 1597):

‘‘Greed is frequently thought of as excessive acquisitiveness for money’’.33

While there is no general (economic) theory of greedy behaviour available so far,

there are at least some phenomena that, according to this definition, point to greedy

behaviour, at least as long as we do not want to employ rather strong and hardly

plausible assumptions about the behaviour of individuals, such as extremely high

discount rates. This holds even if we abstract from the behaviour of bankers that has

been criticised so extensively in recent years. One example is corruption. Economic

Analysis of Law states that officials might become corrupt if the benefit of the

additional money they gain is larger than the expected loss if corruption is

detected.34 Given the very large loss that usually consists not only of a fine, but

nearly always of also losing one’s job, suffering a loss of reputation, often also

going to jail and, in particular in Germany, sometimes even losing one’s old age

pension, it is astonishing how small the sums at stake often are. And it is not only

the criminal kind of corruption that matters in this respect, but also ‘light’ or legal

corruption;35 in recent decades, this has brought about the downfall of several

politicians and high bureaucrats. In most of these cases, the sums at stake were

rather small compared with the loss of reputation and all the other penalties these

politicians suffered. Under the variant of rational behaviour as usually employed in

economics models, i.e., with a low discount rate and a somewhat realistic

32 See for example Deaton (1987, p. 592), who, in his contribution about ‘‘consumers’ expenditure’’,

shows ‘‘perhaps the most general specification of preferences that could be considered’’ is one in which

lifetime utility only depends on current and expected future consumption.
33 On money ‘‘in its role of providing a way to pursue acquisition for its own sake’’, see also Levine

(2000, p. 131).
34 See Rose-Ackerman (1975, p. 190). The expected costs of corruption might include a moral

component.
35 On legal corruption, see also Kaufmann and Vincente (2011).
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estimate of the detection probability, there should be much less corruption than

actually occurs, in particular in low corruption countries like Germany or

Switzerland.36

Thus, that at least some people risk so much for such small sums of money is

hardly compatible with the usual economic models of individual behaviour; to

make it compatible, we have either to assume very high discount rates and/or a

totally wrong perception of the reality.37 Moreover, since Gossen published his

‘First Law’ in (1854), we are taught that marginal utility decreases, and this should

also hold for the marginal utility of money. Thus, at least under the assumption

often employed in traditional economics that utility functions are identical

(perhaps up to a random term), rich people should strive less for additional money

(income) than poor people, because it raises their utility level less. On the other

hand, if the marginal utility of money decreases, rich people need much more

additional money in order to improve their utility by a certain amount than poor

people do. Thus, they might be more eager to get additional income. This

coincides with the psychological literature that shows that upper class (rich) people

are more self-centred and show less ethical behaviour than lower class (poor)

people do.38

The more fundamental aspect, however, is that for some or perhaps even many

people the role of money is different from the one it plays in our models. There is

a (economic) literature that shows that money is not the only motive people have;

there are other motives as well that are sometimes even more relevant than

money.39 The opposite, however, can also hold: that money is much more

important than traditional economic theory assumes. But why should this be the

case?

So far, the literature suggests (at least) four possible, non-exclusive reasons for

this: (1) people might be addicted to money, (2) loss aversion, (3) money might be a

positional good, and (4) people might need money to keep up with their peers.

1. First, money might be like a drug and make people addicted. A possible

neuroeconomic explanation of such addictive behaviour is presented by

Camerer et al. (2005, p. 35). They conjecture that people value money without

considering what to buy with it.

2. There is an asymmetry between the additional utility I gain from an increase of

my income and the utility loss I suffer if my income is reduced by the same

amount. As Kahneman and Tversky (1979) show, individuals are subject to loss

aversion: they are risk-averse with respect to gains but risk-loving with respect

to losses. Based on prospect theory, Jin and Zhou (2013) show that sufficiently

greedy traders are willing to take enormous risks in order to gain huge rewards,

36 On the extent of corruption in different countries, see Transparency International (2013). Of 177

countries evaluated, Switzerland is the seventh- and Germany the twelfth-least corrupt country.
37 This holds not only for the explanation of corruption, but also, for example, for the ‘rational’ theory of

addiction by Becker and Murphy (1988). The relevant implicit assumption in their model is also that

rational drug consumers have an extremely high discount rate.
38 See for example Piff et al. (2010, 2012), Kraus et al. (2012) or Trautmann et al. (2013).
39 See for example Frey (1997).
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by taking into account only expected but not potential losses.40 Moreover, the

fear of losing one’s current standard of living (consumption) might be one

reason for engaging in risky activities like corruption.41

3. This leads to a further aspect of money (or income) that might play a role in this

respect: income as a positional good. Why, for example, did traders become

criminal despite the fact that they had extremely high incomes? Seen from a

perspective of an ‘average citizen’, many of them had within a few years and

some of them even in one year a much higher income than other people have in

their whole lifetime. Thus, even if they lose their jobs because of (legal)

mismanagement, they would have no problem living in a decent way for the rest

of their lives. Why do they want to earn money they will never be able to spend

on consumption? For these (and also other) people, money might be a positional

good: their income has a large impact on their social status, whether they can

use it for consumption purposes or not.42 And while the positional goods

mentioned in the literature are mainly luxury goods like large homes, expensive

cars, or gifts on special occasions,43 the ultimate positional good in the modern

business world and in particular in the finance industry might be money or

income. If the CEO of the UBS, Oswald Gruebel, earned 27 million CHF in

2009/10, the CEO of the Credit Swiss, Brady Dougan, had to earn 90 million

CHF. Compared with this, Josef Ackermann, the CEO of the Deutsche Bank

had a relatively low salary of ‘only’ 9.6 million Euros.44 These salaries have

hardly anything to do with the income considered in our traditional economic

models; if one does not only want to explain them as the self-serving of a small

caste of top managers, exploiting consumers and shareholders, the only

remaining solution might be that income is to a large extent a positional good

on these levels. Because what they strive for is to have more (income) that the

others in their reference group, they show ‘equity aversion’ as demonstrated by

Ferstman et al. (2012), which is in stark contrast to the inequity aversion

discussed in the Behavioural Economics literature.45

40 Potential losses might be very large even if expected losses are small. To restrict the impact of

greediness on the behaviour of traders, Jin and Zhou (2013) propose to impose a priori limits to potential

losses.
41 This can be interpreted as a variant of the habit-persistence theory of consumption as originally

developed by Duesenberry (1949). He already mentioned the ‘ratchet effect’ (p. 115), i.e., a possible

asymmetry in consumer behaviour, but only when discussing the (macroeconomic) consumption

function. To this day, whenever habit persistence is assumed, nearly always a symmetric version of this

theory is applied.
42 The theory of positional goods goes back to Hirsch (1976), who, however, relies on earlier work by

Wicksteed (1910) and Harrod (1958). For policy applications, see for example Frank (2005).
43 See for example Frank and Cook (1995, pp. 41ff).
44 For examples of excessive executive compensation, even in cases of low performance, see for example

Childs (2000, pp. 36ff) or Kothari (2010, p. 53ff).
45 On inequity aversion, see for example Fehr and Schmidt (1999) or Bolton and Ockenfels (2000):

Another group in which we can find excessively high incomes combined with even criminal acts to earn

even more money are lawyers, as mentioned in Lerman (2005, p. 612), who at a workshop ‘‘described the

recent spate of cases in which lawyers with enormously high incomes have gone to prison for stealing

from their clients or partners.’’ She speaks of a ‘‘workaholic, money-hungry culture that has taken over so

many large law firms eroding the integrity of many lawyers and ruining the life of some.’’
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4. This, however, does not explain why people, who are usually risk-averse,

engage in risky activities in order to increase their income. A motive might be

what has been called ‘catching (or keeping) up with the Joneses’, i.e., when

individuals try to keep up a standard of living equal to that of relevant others in

their (perceived) reference group. The fear of falling behind if others can

increase their standard of living might have similar effects as (or even be

interpreted as a special variant of) loss aversion and, therefore, promote risky

behaviour. This might hold for top politicians in particular, because there are

often businessmen (managers or entrepreneurs) in their reference groups who

have much higher incomes with whom it is difficult if not impossible to keep

up. Thus, accepting ‘small’ gifts from them might seem to be acceptable.46

Thus, there are several reasons why money can play a more important role for

individual behaviour than traditional economic theory assumes. They all can lead to

behaviour that is no longer compatible with the relatively neutral assumption of

mutually disinterested rationality. On the other hand, while the first three cases have

a clear connection to greed, (3) keeping up with the Joneses is rather a result of envy

than of greed: the result of other-regarding behaviour in a negative direction. Thus,

greed is not the only reason why people seek money more intensely than traditional

economic theory assumes.

4 Greedy behaviour in academics

Greedy behaviour is not restricted to the business and the political world, but exists

in the academic world as well. As in the political (and less in the business) world, it

is not only money that matters, but also reputation. But money counts, too: as the

example of the Journal of Industrial Economics shows, like politicians, scientists

sometimes risk their reputation for comparatively small amounts of money.47

This is in stark contrast to the picture many scientists have of themselves as

nearly ideal human beings who are devoted solely to the search for truth. This

perception also holds for many economists,48 and even for Public Choice

Economists who assume that not only economic but also political agents pursue

solely their own interest. Thus, all human beings are assumed to behave as the

economic model of behaviour describes, except for academic economists: they form

a class of their own.

This perception is, of course, incompatible with their own theoretical approach. If

the economic model of behaviour is a suitable instrument to analyse the behaviour

of individuals, it is not restricted to economic and political agents, but can also be

applied to the behaviour of scientific agents. In this respect, scientists, including

economists, are not different from other human beings. And, of course, hardly

anybody apart from them believes in this ideal romantic picture.

46 On the relation between greed and loss, see also Levine (2000).
47 On this, see Ungern-Sternberg (1995).
48 For an extreme example, see Hesse (1994, p. 18).
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At least as long as science is done seriously, the main ‘currency’ is reputation. To

gain reputation, some authors manipulate data. Perhaps the most prominent case in

recent years was the physicist Hendrik Schön who, while working at Bell

Laboratories from 1998 to 2002, published (at least) 16 papers with fraudulent

data.49 Others bluntly plagiarise, like the German economist Hans-Werner

Gottinger.50 These two cases raise a question similar to the one asked above about

politicians: given the fact that such fraud can easily be detected, why do they take

such an enormous risk?

As mentioned above, along with reputation, money also matters, even for

scientists. This is obvious in the cases in which the tobacco industry, by paying

scientists, first tried to deny that active and second that passive smoking damages

health. The most prominent case in Switzerland was Ragnar Rylander, a professor at

the Universities of Gothenburg and Geneva, who was paid by Philip Morris for

about 30 years. As a seemingly independent scientist, he organised workshops and

published studies in order to question the negative effects of passive smoking. He

‘modified’ data of a study about illnesses of the respiratory system in children in

order to camouflage the connection with passive smoking. It was also recorded that

he was not shy about deceiving the general public in the interest of his hidden

financier.51

The ‘buying’ of Ragnar Rylander by the tobacco industry was in some respects

exceptional, but only one of many attempts of the industry to influence the results of

biomedical studies or at least their perception by the general public.52 As some

incidents in the last decade show, the United States finance industry tried to

influence prominent economists to get support for its demand for deregulations (or

the prevention of additional regulations) of financial markets.53

Unlike the case of Ragnar Rylander discussed above, the cases of prominent

economists listed in Ferguson (2012, p. 245) do not imply that they were necessarily

corrupt, and definitely not in a legal sense, even if in some cases is difficult not to

speak of ‘light’ corruption. When propagating or defending deregulatory measures

in their scientific papers, they might have presented their true convictions. The US

Finance Industry might have selected for subsidy precisely those economists who

held positions favourable to the interest of this industry already before they were

actually paid. The problem is that, when publishing their scientific papers on finance

topics after having been subsidised, they did not reveal their connections to this

industry; this allows at least serious doubts about their independence. It can at least

not be excluded that, due to the effect of selective perception, the money they

49 See Lerner (2002/03: More recently, there was a similar case at the Swiss federal Institute of

Technology in Zurich. It was impossible, however, to determine with certainty who was responsible for

this fraud. See: Bericht über Forschungsbetrug, Neue Zürcher Zeitung No. 40 in February 2010, p. 13.
50 See Abbot et al. (2007).
51 On this, see Forscher im Solde von Philip Morris, Neue Zürcher Zeitung No. 122 of 28 May 2003,

p. 16. For an evaluation of this case by the University of Geneva, see University of Geneva (2004); on the

efforts of the tobacco industry to influence political decisions in Switzerland, see for example Lee and

Glantz (2001) or Malka and Gregori (2008).
52 For further examples, see Krimsky (2003) or Friedberg et al. (1999).
53 On this, see Ferguson (2012, pp. 340ff).
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received from the finance industry desensitised them to the problems of this industry

that led to the financial crisis a few years later. This ‘money-seeking’ behaviour

nevertheless impaired their reputation.

5 Summary and concluding remarks

The financial and economic crisis of recent years caused a debate not only about

deficiencies in parts of Economics as, in particular, Macroeconomics or Financial

Economics, but also about the validity of the economic approach to behaviour.

Some authors referred to Behavioural Economics and the experimental results that

are partly in contrast to traditional economic models. It has therefore been claimed

that in many cases these models are not appropriate for two reasons: (1) individuals

are not as rational as usually assumed; and (2) individuals are more other-regarding

and less self-regarding than usually assumed. The latter statement is mainly based

on the results of dictator, ultimatum, and public good games.

The problem, however, is that the financial crisis was definitely not caused

because economic and political agents, in particular bankers, were not self-

regarding, but other-regarding. On the contrary, it is often claimed that it was their

greed that created the problems, their greed for additional income (money). Thus,

while we have learned not only from experiments but also from field research that in

some situations money might not be as powerful a motivational force as our

economic models usually assume, agents responsible for the financial crisis might

have been even more money-oriented. In our models, money creates utility only by

enabling the consumption of goods and services, i.e., the utility of money is only a

derivative one. However, for at least some individuals, money seems to have a value

in itself.

Although it might have a severe impact on at least some relevant economic

decisions, greed has hardly been discussed in the economics literature. This holds,

for example, also for the literature on corruption. But if we do not assume that

individuals have extremely high discount rates and/or a totally disturbed perception

of reality, corruption can hardly be explained by employing the usual assumptions

about economic agents.

There are, however, some approaches that take greed and/or the seeking of

money more seriously. Perhaps the most important one is the positional goods

approach going back to Hirsch (1976). To the degree that money is (mainly) a

positional good, consumption possibilities play at best a subordinated role; it is pure

money that counts. This, for example, seems to be the most plausible explanation

for the explosion of top management incomes in the last 20 years.

Corruption and ‘money-seeking’, however, are not restricted to the economic and

political world; it is to be found in the academic world as well. Of course, there it is

not only money that counts: the most important ‘currency’ is reputation. But money

counts as well, as the behaviour of some economists in the forefront of the financial

crisis has shown; even leading economists risked their reputation as independent

scientists by accepting considerable amounts of money from the financial industry
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and, at the same time, writing scientific papers that supported the interest of this

industry.

Even if a lot of the work in Behavioural Economics points to the direction of

more other-regarding and less self-regarding behaviour than traditional Economics

assumes, there is also work that might help to explain greedy behaviour and/or why

individuals give more weight to money and are more self-regarding than we usually

assume. Loss aversion, for example, might seduce individuals to tread illegal paths

to compensate for losses of official (legal) income, and it can also induce people to

take enormous risks.

There is not only inequity, but also equity-aversion. Neuroeconomic analyses

might explain why money has a value in itself and is not only a means for

consumption and why emotions might play a greater role in the behaviour of traders

than we usually concede in economic analyses.

Behavioural Economics and Neuroeconomics stressed mainly ‘positive’ devia-

tions from the assumption of self-interest. Thus, it is probably an illusion to believe

that more intense recognition of its results would have prevented the financial and

economic crisis. But these more recent fields of economic analysis nevertheless

provide us at least some means to understand why the crisis could happen, and they

therefore provide an additional explanation that traditional Economics does not. The

important lesson from this, however, is that not only ‘positive’ but also ‘negative’

deviations from the assumption of self-interest should be seriously taken into

account. The assumption of mutually disinterested rationality is a very powerful

instrument for analysing individual behaviour, and it can sometimes even be applied

counterfactually very successfully, but to explain some important phenomena we

not only have to recognise that people are sometimes more other-regarding, but also

that they are sometimes greedy and value money much more than traditional

economic theory supposes.
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